
Channel the Force™ with the Star Wars™ 

Force Band™ by Sphero. Use the Force 

Band to drive BB-8, train like a Jedi 

Knight, and play in new ways. Pair 

your Force Band with Special Edition 

Battle-Worn BB-8™. This Astromech 

Droid™ refl ects the wear and tear of 

trekking across the galaxy on Resistance 

missions. Fulfi ll your destiny and become 

strong in the ways of the Force.

FEATURES
Authentic Movement Droid Control Mode

Holographic Communication Combat Training Mode

Autonomous Behavior Force Awareness Mode

Guide your BB-8™ with a 
smartphone or tablet.

Use the Force to push, pull and 
control BB-8™.

Record and view virtual 
holographic videos with BB-8™.

Use your imagination to wield a
lightsaber* or battle with a blaster*.

BB-8™ has a mind of its own - explore 
the Star Wars™ galaxy together. 

Uncover digital holocrons in your
environment and collect them in the app.

Inductive Charging Base

Battle-Worn Extrerior

Skillware

Wireless power transfer
Electromagnetic Field

Resistance wear and tear
Battle-Worn charger

App-enabled guidance
Voice interaction

HARDWARE

*Lightsaber toy and Blaster toy not included.

FEATURES
Droid Control Mode Force Awareness Mode

Force Training Mode Robot Control Mode

Combat Training Mode

Use the Force to push, 
pull and control BB-8™

Uncover digital holocrons in your 
environment and collect them in the app

Follow commands from BB-8™ to 
master Jedi Knight abilities

Use the Force Band™ to drive 
other Sphero robots powered by 
Bluetooth SMART

Use your imagination to wield a 
lightsaber* or battle with a blaster* 

HARDWARE
LED Lights
Glows diff erent colors
as you play

Audio Feedback
Authentic sounds
enhance your gameplay

Haptic Feedback
The Force Band™ vibrates
to keep you alert



FEATURES
Droid Control Mode Force Awareness Mode

Force Training Mode Robot Control Mode

Combat Training Mode

LED Lights Audio Feedback Haptic Feedback

Use the Force to push, 
pull and control BB-8

Uncover digital holocrons in your 
environment and collect them in the app

Follow commands from BB-8 to 
master Jedi Knight abilities

Use the Force Band™ to drive 
other Sphero robots powered by 
Bluetooth SMART

Use your imagination to wield a 
lightsaber* or battle with a blaster* 

Glows diff erent colors
as you play

Authentic sounds
enhance your gameplay

The Force Band™ vibrates
to keep you alert

HARDWARE

The Force™ is strong with you. Channel 

it with the Star Wars™ Force Band™ by 

Sphero. Like a Jedi Knight, you can 

control your BB-8™ App-Enabled Droid™ 

with just a wave of your hand and 

expand your abilities with Force Training. 

Use the band by itself to complete 

Combat Training, or collect digital 

holocrons in your environment through 

Force Awareness. Fulfi ll your destiny and 

become strong in the ways of the Force.

*Lightsaber toy and Blaster toy not included.


